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Impressions of the .New York
Buffalo Endurance Contest. 

BY ALBERT L. CLOUGH. 

It is ceTtainly fortunate, upon the ,vhole, 
that the New York-Buffalo Endurance 
Test proved no ''fair ,weather" run. Aver
age conditiol)s are the best under which to 
obtain data for general application, and 
the weather experienced during the test, 
though quite rainy, was not much worse 
than might be expected during any ,veek 
in the fall. It was, however, of fully aver
age severity, as wet roads were experi
enced during three days of the five, which 
imposed conditions of tracti.on adequate 
to fully "test out'' the weak points of de
sign and constniction. 

To draw any general conclusions, based 
upon tJ1e performance of the machines, is 
difficult, "On account of the lack of certain 
data and from other causes, No official 
record was kept of the number or causes 
of stops n1ade by each vehicle between 
controls, and it is hard to see how this 
could have been done satisfactorily. 

THE QUEST-ION OF REPAIRS. 

No official record was kept of the num
ber and character of repair parts which 
were supplied to the competing machines 
en route or the hours of labor expended 
upon their repair. 

As no one individual, however circum
stanced, could learn of more U1an a small 
fraction of the road troubles experienced 
or repair work done upon the multitude 
of carriages taking part, the opinion of 
any one person on the endurance shown by 
any type of vehicle is of very limited 
value. 

li ilie repairs permitted upon each car
riage had only included those which could 
be effected by its occupants with mate.rials 
carried upon it some more definite idea 
of its endurance could have been obtained; 
but in iliis test the facilities for repair 
work were much more extensive, com
prising skilled mechanics, who traveled by 
other· . conveyances; repair parts for
warded to stopping points by rail or by 
other automobiles, and all the resources 
of the cities through which the test passed. 
It is evident Lhat a manufacturer who pro
duces a vehicle of very inferior enduring 
qualities could make a very creditable 
showing upon the official records by mak
ing enough provision Ior skilled labor and 
s_pare parts. This is exactly what was 
done on a very large scale, .µid it is not 
apparent bow the management could have 
prevented it. It would be interesting to 
know how much certain of the large con
cerns expended in the \Vay of personnel 
and materials to keep the vehicles on the 
road. On the other hand, there were cer
tain of the manufacturers o[ standard 
American machines who contented them
selves with entering only two vehicles, or 
even but one, who carried no mechanics 
or repair parts on a large scale and who 
did not seem to worry about their ma-
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THE HORSELESS AGE 

chines, whjch arrived at the controls with 
great regularity. This state of things can
not show on the official records of the run, 
but is nevertheless the very gist of the 
questi6n "•hich the test was organized to 
decide. 

Despite the unpreventable difficulties 
which arose to n1ake the run less a test 
of the endurance of the machines than a 
test of the repair facilities of the builders, 
some valuable conclusions may be drawn. 

• 
THE WEAK POINTS. 

The n1ost import.ant inference to which 
one might be led, in examining the car
riages, ,vas that t11e motive power and the 
means or transmitting it had been devel
oped to a point more perfect than had the 
running gear, including wheels and tires, 
axles, springs and frame. Of course, the 
road conditions were severe, but no more 
so than in a cross-country run of tbe 
same length anywhere in this county of 
execrable highways, 

Damaged running gears were very' fre
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quently to be observed. Some rear a;,cles 1 
and steering pivots were broken; quite a , c 
good n1any were bent to a dangerous ex
tent, • gradually deflecting further as the 

~~ • test progressed. Wire \Vheels showed serf-
ous lack of stability, on many of the car
riages becorning very badly warped in use, 
and many rims were seen to be dented 
all out of shap.e by stone bruising. There 
were many ol the more generously de
signed wire wheels, however, that stood 
up aJJ right, and t11ere is no doubt that 
they can be built perfectly adequ,ate to 
meet all conditions. The trouble is with 
the wire wheel business, like many other 
branches oi the automobile trade, that the 
''trail of the bicycle is over it still." No 
instance is reaalled during the whole run 
of a ,vood wheel which had developed in
ternal weakness. The wood wheel busi
ness was not developed along bicycle lines. 
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I t1 one or two cases springs were noticed 
which were evidently too weak for the 
work in hand. As a whole, the frames of 
the val'ious machines held up very well. 
It would seem that much is yet to be ac
complished in the correct p roportioning 
of 

AXLES AND ST.BERING PIVOTS, 

both in the size and in the selection of 
steel of appropriate quaHties, and much 
improvement is needed in the average wire 
wheel, both in its rim and the suspension. 
When these problems are worked out the, 
worst obstacle to the adequate endurance 
of the automobile, barring the tire ques
tion, will have been overcome. 

AS TO TIRES 

-the biggest question in the industry at 
present-the endurance test furnishes prac
tically no data. It goes without saying 
that all the vehicles carried one spare tire, 
and most of them a pair, which forms a 
sufficiently ironical commentary upon the 
state of the art of rubber tire making, so
called, the shortcomings of which are 
hindering greatly the automobile iodustcy 
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in its infancy. One t.bing ,va.s noticed, 
however, that seemed like a healthful sign: 
Many of the vehicles were equipped with 
clinche-r tires and some lew with the "non· 
collapsible" variety,, and it 1nay be that a 
protest is being at length recorded against 
the thin walled single tube affairs upon 
which so much money has been squan
dered. Out of forty-one carriages selected 
at random nineteen were equipp.ed with 
single tube tires, while sucteeu 1t!led de
tachable an

0
d six non-collapsible makes, 

There ,vere undoubtedly a good n1any 
tire troubles experienced en route, as quite 
a number of tires were seen being changed 
and not a fe,v punctures were known to 
have been repaired on the- road. Most 'of 
the carriages may be presumed to _have 
started with new tires. It would be of 
great interest to know the cost of thi$ 
item for the competing carriages as a 
whole. 

While a great deal of wear and teaT was 
experienced by the running gears, wheels 
and tires of these carriages, and a very 
large element of depreciation made evi-

. dent, the behavior of 

THE MOTIVE PO\V,iR 

of the different vehicles seems, on the 
whole, to have been creditable. No ex
tensive Teplacing of parts of gasoline en
gines was noticed, and it is .ippare.nt that 
the motors oi the better ma,kes of carriages 
have reached a point of great reliability. 
The time !or speaking of the unreliability 
of the gasoline engine is obviously well 
passed, although one or two of the makes 
of motors employing jump spark ignition 
seem to have had more or less frequent 
trouble with the fouling of their sparking 
plugs, resulting in occasional missing. The 
sight, familiar a few years ago, of the 
frantic and futile cranking of an engine in 
starting was not once seen by the writer 
on this test. Minor troubles iR consider• 
able number there must have been, but it 
is not believed that the motors of the low 
and medium speeds. such as are employed 
upon the greater number of these carriagea, 
,vould show much depreciation, due to tbe 
test, It is believed that their endurance 
is quite satisfactory-much more so than 
the constructions upon wl1ich they arf 
carried. The san1e thing is prob~bly trqe 
oi the steam engines, though in a less de
g~ee, as a considerably larger relative 
amount of repair work was seen beina
done upon these motors than upon th 
gasoline motors. lt is safe to say that the -. 
depreciation of the steam boilers a11d en 
gines would be found relatively larger. 

TRANSMISSlON DEVICES. 

There certainly could not have been an 
excessive amount of trouble with th 
transmission devices of the gasoliJ1e car 
riages, or son1e such instances would ia 
all likelihood baYe come under the writer' 
notice. There were undoubtedly so 
chains broken and plenty of clutches 
needed adjustment, but the generaUy qui 
rUJ1Ding of these devices gave a strong i 
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prcssion that tl1eir dcprecia,tion was only 
m(1d~r;1te. The deterioration of 

CHAINS ANO SP~OCICE'.l'S 

in all classes of carriages is considerable, 
and will continue so until means are pro
vided to protect these niem bers from dirt. 
Quite a number of chains were seen being 
t.akcu up, and probably the depreciation 
here is relatively greater than in any of the 
other "•111eclia11ico/," parts of the machine. 

That there were no accid~nts to life or 
Jiml, un the trip is a splendid testimonial 
to the inherent safety and controllability of 
the a11to1nobile. The conditions were most 
favorable For serious accidents, as the road 
sudacl! for much of · the way ,vas very 
slippery aud the grades were steep-even 
as high as 18 per cent. in oiie instance. 
The presence of eighty machines in close 
proxiinity added to the danger. Ma
chines did go into the ditch in several in
stances, but appare:11Uy not lron1 any fail
ure 111 brakes or steering gear. Yet the 
hill cli,nbing contest showed plainly that 
t11ere was roo1n [or iiuprovcn1ent in some 
of the 

BRAKES, 

~specially as 10 their efficiency in holding 
oo the reverse. Sevet·al of the competing 
~arriagcs, ,vhen their po,ver failed, had to 
have their ,vheels blocked to prevent their 
running back. There is one thing that 
1nust be borne in ru.ind : Most of the ve
hicles were driven by expert operators, 
some of them indeed by their designers, 
and the results in point of safet-y were nat
ltrally the most [avorable possible. Just 
whnt effect upon t11e results there would 
have been had the carriages been driven 
by ordinary operators it is not easy to 
say. 

PERCENTAGES AND AVERAGES. 

Of the 74 carriages (exclusive bf bi
cycles) which left New York 49, or 64"9 
per cent., were propelled by gasoline, and 
~. or 35.1 per cent, by steam, which tends 
to show that more of the manufacturers 
are pinning tbe.ir faith to the former than 
to the latter system for touring purposes. 

OE these 74 vehicles 41 1 or 54.7 per cent., 
arrived in Rochester before the close of 
the control, somewhat more than one
half, according to tbe best figures obtain
able. Of these 41 carriages 28, or 68.3 per 
CIIIlt., were gasoline and 13, or 31.7 per 
cent., were steam. The relative propor
tions of the two com-peting syste1ns is thus 
seen to be practically the same at the 
finish as at the start. This would tend to 
show that if the stea,n vehicles had bad 
no more extensive repairs performed upon 
them than the gasoline, their endurance 
w~, about the same. This may be true, 
as both n1ethods of propulsion ate equally 
practical as mechanical propositions. The 
consitlerations which ,vill decide their rela
UYI! superiority will be those of . economy 
tnd convenience. Of the vel1icles which 
ltH New York 17, or 22.97 per cent., were 
of weight less than 1,000 (Class A); 36, 
or 48.64 per cent., ,veighcd between 1,000 

nd .!.DOo pounds (Class B), and 21. or 
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THE HORSELESS AGE 

28.38 per cent., more than 21000 pounds 
(Classes C and E). 

Of the .µ vehicles reachtng Rochester 
the proportions were as foUo,vs: 9, or 
21,95 pet· cent. (Class A); 18, or 43.90 per 
cent. (Class B), and i4, or 34,4 per ceol 
(Class C). 

FIGURJ!;S VALUELESS. 
~ 

To anyone judging by these figures alone 
it wottld appear that the Class A vehicles 
had better staying poweY than those of 
Class B, but that Class C carriages had 
more than cither. The fact is that these 
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figures -are o[ no practical value, on ac- l 
count of the indeterminate factor of re- l 
pairs en route. To anyone who partici
pated in the test it must have been ap
parent that the Class A carriages ,vere tht:: 
ones upon which U1e largest proportion of · , 
the serious repair work was done. Thi! 
manufacturers who entered the majority of 
the Class A vehicles bad very large facili
ties in the ,vay of mechanics and repair 
parts, and seemed to be hilly organized 
to meet all emergencies. In passing 
through the repair shops at the several 
night controls the: in1pression ,vas c~n
nrn1ed in the writer's mind that the de
preciation upor1 the Class A vehicles was 
relativdy enormous co1npared to that of 
the other class.es, and that the very light 
carriage had shown its practical unfitness 
for long distance high speed touring over 
bad roads, 

The very light carriages arrived in a 
highJy creditable manner, but it was at the 
eiq>ensc of nearly the whole lii~ of the 
machines in som~ cases. Still, one is yet 
more or less in the dark upon this ques
tion of the endurance of the different 
classes, as the weight question i$ compli
cated wiOi many others and enough data 
is not at hand. One can only form a gen
eral impression. 

As nearly as can be learned fron1 fig
ures at hand 34 of t he 74 vehicles arrived 
at AJbany, Herkimer, Syracuse and Roch
ester before the close of the night cont rol. 
Of these carriages 23, or 67.64 per cent., 
,vere gasoline, and 11, or ·3.2.35 per cent., 
steam. 

64.9 per cent. and 35.1 per cent. wouJd 
be the relative proportions of the two 
motive powers which we should ex
pect [ro111 the pr c,por tlons of tlJe two al 

the start (rom Ne,v York. This may 
mean that the gasoline carriages 'are some
what more to be depended upon for work 
of this sort, but it is not sale to generalize 
too broadly upon so narrow a margin of 
difference. 

0£ tl1e 34 carriages which made all four 
controls on time 8, or 23.5 per cent., were 
Class A; 14, or 41.2 pe-r cenL, were Class 
B, and 12, or 35.3 per cenl, were Class C . 
The figures to have been expected on the 
basis of the proportion of the three classes 
at the start are 23.0 per cent., 48.6 per ecol. 
and 28.4 per cent. 

The class C carriages are evidently pos
sessed of great endurance for heavy serv-
tee. 
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TH.E HILL CLIMBING CONTEST 

at Nelson 1':Iill demonstrated that a 16 per 
cent. grade on country roads was beyond 
the ability of nearly half of the machines 
entered when carrying their full loads and 
not stopping for stean1 to rise or throwing 
out clutches to gain speed in the gas en-. 
gmes. 

A little over one-half of about six:ty-five 
carriages observed went up the bill without 
stopping and apparently with their normal 
load. 

Possibly many of the machines were 
geared higl1er than usµal, with a view to 
high speed, and may have made a less cred
itable record than otherwise, but it may be 
said that most of the established makes of 
American machines showed their ability to 
deal ,vith the hill in a satisfactory manner. 
Nelson I-TIU 1nay be reg'arded as about as 
severe a test as an auton,obile ought to be 
subjected to on th.: roads of a civilized 
country. Some of the machines '\Vhich had 
evidently been designed to meet European 
conditions failed n,iserably upon Nelson 
Hi11 and other grades and cannot be 
thought of seriously as touring machines as 
they are at present engined and geared. 

REVISION OF CATALOGUES. 

The performance of many of the ma
chines ,vhich were unsuccessful enables one 
to intelligently revise their catalogues un
der the heading of ''Hill Climbing Ability'' 
by striking out the words ''30 or 40 per 
cent." and substituting to or 15 per cent. 
Although the road was perfectly dry, in 
t,vo cases driving ,vheels were seen to skid 
badly, which argued a bad disposition of 
the weight available for traction. 

A MAGNIFICENT GENERAL DBMONSTRATION. 

It is very unfortunate that the real i,mde 
results of the test ,vill never be known to 
the general public. The awards, based only 
upon the times of departure and arrival of 
a vehicle, and taking no account of its me
chanical history in the way of repairs, will 
convey no idea of the actual endurance pos
sessed by the vehjcle. But this ls no one's 
fault The Endurance Test has accom
plished a work more valuable and far reach
ing than the accun1ulation of mere tech
nical information relating to an unformed 
and chaotic industry; it has afforded a 
magnificent and convincing den1onstration 
to a large body of people of the possibility 
of mechanical traction under existing con
ditions and has settled once for all that the 
people who are devoting then1selves to the 
organized promotion of automobilism are 
thorough gentlemen and capable executants 
of a difficult enterprise. the success of 
which .t:bey have deeply at heart. 

Nothing but the most cordial good will 
and interest were aroused by the test wher
ever it passed. The infrequency with which 
the criticisms "clumsy" and "noisy" were 
heard sbo,vs ho,v far education has already 
ndvanced. 

TBt?, FLASa: UQfLER. 

One point of novelty in this test was the 
first public appearance in America of the 
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flash boiler, It certainly earned for itself 
the respect of all by the very creditable 
performance which it made, which was, 
perhaps, the most interesting feature of the 
test. N othi,ng could be told as to the en
durance of these boilers, as they were all 
new machines, it is understood. The fu
ture of the flash boiler will be watched 
with great interest. 

It is apparent to one who wen,t \Vith the 
test that 

TlJE ~EAL WINNJ;:RS 

of the contest. as far as endurance ts con
cerned, are certain American manufac
turers whose vehicles came through \veil 

• 
and deteriorated very little, but who can, 
of course, gain no public recognition of 
the fact. These concerns are mostly con
servative people. \vho have been perfect
ing their product and dealit\g with a small 
but satisfied clientele, while others have 
been selling stock and doing useless 
''stunts." They have not servilely copied 
foreign methods or confined their tests to 
boulevards, and have thus developed a dis
tinct type of American automobile whh 
durable motive power and a stout running 
gear, capable of dealing successfully ,vitb 
American roads. They mostly showed 
themselves fine, serviceable Tllachines, and 
when the time comes when it ceases to be 
necessary to carry along SJ?are tires in 
order to reach a destination, they ,vill 
prove actual vehicles of utility ,to the public 
at large. 

Everything considered, the Endurance 
Test was a great success, despite the la
mentable event which caused its premature 
close. 

Some Conclusions. 

BY E. C. 0LIY1Ut. 

The Endurance Run, except for the un
fortun,ate circumstances leading to its 
abandonment at Rochester, instead of Buf
falo, was an exceedingly instructive affair. 
With uniformly bad roads and continued 
rains the run was indeed a test of endur
ance, not only for the machines but also 
for the operators. It is only surprising 
that as many of the machines were able 
to reach the control Friday night, even 
with the extensive repairs made at each 
stop. 

It is doubtful if any really reliable con
clusions can be drawn from this run as 
to the actual endurance of a machine for 
touring purposes, except perhaps lhat a 
machine which could successfully negotiate 
that class of roads could certainly tra-vel 
over anything likely to be encountered; 
however, it is not probable that such roads 
would be attcrnpted under ordinary cir
cumstances. 

Il is hardly possible that a machine, any 
11tandard make, operated by an ordinary 
driver and carrying only the usual repair 
parts, could make the trip, as it was only 
by thoroughly overhauling the machines 
at each stop by mechanics that they were 
in condition to contioue the next morning, 
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even engines and boilers being replaced 
in some cases to keep the vehicles on the 
road. 

To obtain information concerning the 
more prevalent troubles was next to im
possible because no operator \vas ready to 
admit that anything serious bad occurred 
to his n1achine. and from the standpoint 
of the o))server in a passing carriage the 
trouble \vas apt to appear more serious 
than it really was. From what could be 
seen at the night controls there were no 
general [ailur-es, the repairs varying from 
a general inspection and oiling to a com
plete overhauling o( the carriage. It was 
noticed, ho\vevet, that regarding n1otor 
troubles the single cylinder machines 
caused by far the least loss of time, the 
repairs to motors seeming 'to be much 
more than proportional to the number of 
cylinders. 

Regarding the advantage of one class of 
machine over the other, it was evident that 
the heavie.r class oi gasoline vehicles came 
through to the end in better condition 
generally. than the others; still, in this 
case. as in aJl others, there were excep
tions. Any machine which succeeded in 
reacliing the night control at Rochester 
was tonsidered deserving of the utmost 
credit. 

From the Albany c-0ntrol the contest 
v,,as as much one of drivers as of ma
chines, to which fact the tracks left in the 
soft roads testified. It \vas with the great
est difficulty that the machines were kept 
in a straight course, the most unexpected 
things happening to cause them to take 
to the ditch or drive for a stone wall at 
any time, and in not all cases was this pre
vented. In some instances the machine~ 
were turned completely around, greatly 
straining the axles and rims. 

Probably the worst stretch of road was 
encountered between Oneida and Lyons, 
the surface being softened by tl1e rains , 
and the stones beneath exposed in such a 
way as to make tl1eir presence very no
ticeable. An idea oi the effect of these 
roads ort the tires may be obtained when 
it is stated that wheels wound with rope, 
as is the custom for such roads, had -the 
rope eniirely \VOrn through when they 
reached the next control. 

From Lyons to Syracuse the roads im
proved s01newhat, in comparison; but no
where were they even in fair condition for 
any distance. 

On the start from Syracuse in t11e morn
ing, even through the city on asphalt and 
brick paved streets, several of the machines 
gave out, one passed having a front 
wheel off, and otber failures of a serious 
nature ,vere noticed, the cause probably 
being the p-revious day's bard work and 
an oversight of the weakened part when 
making repairs, One feature of the run 
from Syracuse wa~ the .stretch of road 
built by the Government as a sample road, 
some,vhat over a mile in length. This 
offered some consolation to the atiton10-
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d bilists after what they bad endured, giving 
e them hope that some time in the future 

there \vould be more miles of such road on 
e which to make an endurance test. 

It is somewhat disappointing that there 
D • was not even ordinary weather through· 
d out the trip, so that some idea could be 
,t formed as to the real abil.ity of an automo-
e bile to make such a run with ordinary care. 
s It also seems that some record should 
e have been kept as to the atnount of re· 
o pairs on the various vehicles and the num-
n ber, tin1e and purpose of stops, as was 
I- originally wte11ded, s.ince the fact that a 
.s machine really did get to Rochester does 
,r not mean that an ordinary owner, how• 
:s ever skillful, could do the same thing with 
e the same machine. On the other hand, it 
h would give the operator starting out on 
>f such a trip an idea as to the extent and 

character of the repairs necessary and the 
>f parts he should carry with him. 

Aside from the actual operation of the 
e machines, there were several notable feat-
n ures of the trip, not the least of which was 

the general interest in the affair shown by .s 
,. the people along the route. 
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Deductions and Cursory Remarks. 

BY Huc.B D. MEu:n. 
I[ the 100 mile endurance contest of the 

Long Island Automobile Club can be con
sidered a success the 500 mile contest of 
the Automobile Club of America certainly 
,vas an unqualified success. Fifteen vehi~ 
cles started in the former run, and ten of 
these completed the course before the con, 
trol closed. Eighty vehicles left New 
York city on September 9 and forty
three of these reported at Rochester at th~ 
night control station. The ratios of the 
number of vehicles that started and the 
number that finished are practically the. 
same, while, of course, the test was n1uch 
severer in the latter event. 

A good many of the machines that ar~ 
rived did not require overhauling or ex.ten• 
sive repairs at any tin1e, as the vehiclt-91 

· that did call for exten~ive repairs droppe 
out of the contest sooner or later. Ha 
the roads been less treacherous most of tb 
vehicles ,voul-0 have made a better show 
ing, and many a break down which cause 
temporary delays avoided. The writ 
does not hesitate to say that 'this conte 
\Vas a severer trial on the vehicles and thd 
occupants than any similar contest of 11 

miles or more on European highway 
has been or could be, 

The majority of the machines in th' 
con'test were stock machines, and most 
them were only recently out of the facto 
Many of them. particularly the light ste 
carriages, should never have started 
this run. No matter whether t.hese Ug 
vehicles covered the distance in good tim 
or not they v.ere decidedly out of pla 
Rael they been in charge of men not tho 
oughly familiar witb all their details n 
of theni would have reached .A.Jbany 0 
of these light rigs received a new cngi 
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